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Symbolic applications such as expert systems, theorem provers, and computer algebra
exhibit dynamic, tree-structured behavior with respect to control and data structures.
This is why it is di–cult to parallelize a program and get it running e–ciently on
a parallel computer, especially one with distributed memory. This paper introduces a
semi-automatic mapping environment providing a set of support tools, intended for ap-
plication to large, real-life programs. Mapping can perform adaptive granularity control,
dynamic load balancing, and scheduling on parallel programs with dynamic data and
control behavior, providing a set of strategies for all components. A set of mapping rules
are extracted, describing when which strategy is appropriate. The approach systemat-
ically selects and conflgures its strategies to suit the characteristics of the application
and is thus superior to a universal heuristic.
c° 1996 Academic Press Limited
1. Introduction
Symbolic applications exhibit a more complicated and frequently more dynamic behavior
than numerical applications. This is especially true of the search for solutions, which
is either the main problem or a subproblem in applications like discrete optimization
(e.g. in VLSI-chip layout or °ight-crew assignment), theorem proving, computer algebra,
or AI planning and problem solving. The search for solutions is usually realized as a
recursion nested with an iteration, creating an irregularly shaped and highly dynamic tree
of potential processes whose granularity may be small. Consequently, the tree has to be
mapped properly. We have conflned our attention to the situation in which the individual
steps of the recursion are similar to the pure functions of HPF, side-efiects being allowed
on local but not on external data, i.e. behavior is functional at the interprocess level.
Our mapping system was developed as part of an overall parallel-programming en-
vironment for symbolic applications [re°ecting environments for numerical applications
(Kennedy et al., 1991)] supporting in particular the parallelization of sequential programs
by a set of tools, see Figure 1. In addition, it is designed for use with large, real-life ap-
plications. The complexity and dynamics of symbolic programs along with the general
y E-mail: sodan@gmd.de
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Figure 1. The parallelization environment.
assumption that computers cannot re°ect the creative process of flnding the idea for the
solution, prevent us from attempting anything more than a semi-automatic approach.
If starting from a sequential program version, a static analyzer (Sodan and Bi, 1994)
supports the user in obtaining a parallel version. The analyzer delivers information about
read and write accesses, helping the user to restructure the program if necessary. The
parallelism found in a program should, however, basically be seen as potential paral-
lelism. For e–cient parallel execution, potential processes have to be properly mapped
to machine nodes such that an optimal balance is obtained between parallel execution
and the overhead involved. We adopt the usual basic mapper approach, which decom-
poses into partitioning and assignment, or in terms of our context, into: a granularity
controller combining several potential processes to form cost-efiective entities; and a
dynamic load balancer balancing irregularities in runtimes and tree shape, and a
scheduler determining the order of local process execution and remote assignment.
Mapping decisions are taken on the basis of dynamic-behavior information about
the program|such as argument sizes or the tree’s degree of irregularity. It is supplied
by a trace-based profller (Sodan and Bock, 1995) which allows a top-down proceeding
and detailed information to be collected even for large, real-life applications.
Language features are provided for explicitly formulating the obtained parallelism
and mapping. They are based on futures (but with explicit synchronization), and include
some extensions for mapping and for expressing search heuristics and explicit priorities
(such as are necessary e.g. for best-flrst search).
The mapper allows strategies to be selected according to the characteristics of the appli-
cation, i.e. it does not adopt a single universal strategy, but provides a set of strategies,
each of which may be the optimum one in a particular application context. To facili-
tate understanding and provide guidelines for selection, a number of mapping rules are
extracted that describe conditions under which certain strategies are appropriate. Cur-
rently, the user performs the selection and parameterization of strategies. However, the
system provides support in evaluating application characteristics and cost calculations.
This means that, for the class of applications considered, our environment relieves the
user not only of the tedious task of detecting data dependencies, but also of non-trivial
considerations of granularity control, load balancing, and scheduling which depend on
system parameters (e.g. communication cost or load assignment overhead) and statically
unpredictable application-behavior parameters (e.g. argument sizes).
Our approach was adopted in the design and implementation of the parLisp system on
the MANNA distributed-memory machine (Giloi et al., 1996). Although the approach
is implemented in a Lisp environment, it is suitable for other implementation languages
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such as C/C++ as well. In Section 2, we describe in detail the system and application
model on which our further considerations are based. Section 3 takes a brief look at
mapping in general. Sections 4{6 describe the individual mapping tools. Section 7 looks
at the cost-estimation functions used. Section 8 presents experimental results and shows
how the mapping environment is used. Section 9 discusses how our approach relates to
other work. Section 10 gives a summary.
2. Models Used
2.1. system model and its parameters
The system model encompasses the machine and the runtime system. Our target ma-
chine is the MANNA computer. The system model was derived from MANNA, but is
not limited to it. We largely presuppose a distributed-memory environment, i.e. one in
which nodes communicate by message passing [for cost estimations, we assume sending
and receiving side to be decoupled as in active messages (Culler, 1994)]. In addition, the
model views the system as homogeneous, i.e. it assumes identical processing nodes and
communication times to be the same for any pair of nodes. While the former is natural
for all parallel machines, the latter is true of machines like MANNA or the Fujitsu VPP
550. MANNA’s interconnection network is organized as a hierarchy of crossbars, mak-
ing transfer times mostly identical. This facilitates mapping, especially if part of it is
to be done at runtime. The corresponding machine parameters (or basic cost functions)
provide an abstraction that is su–ciently general to allow the inclusion of other slightly
difierent machine conflgurations (as long as the basic conditions are met) which may be
shared-memory machines or feature communication support by VSM. The difierences in
cost are then hidden in variants of the internal deflnition of the basic cost functions. Note
that on distributed-memory machines the communication cost, is more signiflcant and
includes coding and decoding overhead for linked data structures (if VSM is not used).
The main functionality provided by the runtime system consists in garbage collection
and dynamic load balancing. It is important to note that the garbage-collection cost is
not linear with respect to the data to be processed, but is a stepwise function increas-
ing super-linearly. The load-assignment cost (cost for balancing and scheduling) can be
regarded as cost per node (if there are very many tasks), or can be considered selec-
tively or groupwise for small numbers of tasks. Note that cost is difierent for difierent
load-assignment strategies. Thus, the relevant basic cost parameters are:
Cwrite=read;call=return(args) remote communication cost on the sending or re-
ceiving side, and for call or return
Clocal;write=read;call=return(args) communication and maintenance cost for local
tasks
GC(allocated data; survival rate) garbage-collection cost
Nnodes number of machine nodes
LBALnode (no nodes; no tasks per node; remote frac; time task; comm task)
load-assignment cost per node
LBALdest=work(no nodes; no in group) load-assignment cost per group and for requesting
either work or a destination
LBAL Lnode=dest=work(: : :) respective latency.
Later on, some abbreviations like Cparent = Cwrite;call+Cread;return are used. In most
cases these should be self-explanatory.
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2.2. application model and its parameters
We assume a program to be constructed by a nesting of several potential paralleliza-
tion centers, each of which may take the form of a recursion tree or pure iteration (which
can be viewed as a degenerate tree). The recursion steps are assumed to be potential
processes, the number of subprocesses being called the branching factor. Potential pro-
cesses thus have the grain of at least one function call. Trees evolve dynamically, there
are no external side-efiects, and communication takes place only at call and return points
between the spawning process and the spawned subprocess. Data operated upon are al-
located dynamically and passed in arguments for access (i.e. long-term data and their
partitioning and distribution do not need to be considered). The model abstracts from all
details in internal conditional control °ow, this simpliflcation reducing the complexity of
handling. The abstraction and the parameters chosen re°ect the needs of the envisaged
application area.
From now on, we use the term task for entities that can be processed in parallel. First,
tasks may also be agglomerations of several potential processes as obtained by granularity
control. Second, tasks are entities to be assigned and to be executed by processes, but are
difierentiated from the active entity process. Figure 2 shows the concrete parameters for
each task. Below, we describe the meaning of the relevant individual task’s parameters
and the parameters computed on the overall structure of the tree (the information is
obtained by proflling):
P; Psubtree sequential computation time for each task or for each task and its
subtree
ALLOC amount of data allocated during computation of a task
ARGin; ARGret amount of input and return arguments (size and types)
B branching factor
RD;E recursion depth of node, indication whether node is end node
SURV R survival rate of allocated data on garbage collection (per center)
Pcenter problem size of center
Pcrit the critical path (without communication cost)
Ntasks number of parallel tasks in a center (mean value).
The complete execution time T is determined by the sum of the computation time P
and the garbage-collection time GC, which depends on ALLOC, ARGin and the ARGret
of its subtasks. If the latter are small, Tpar may be equal to P (as in the examples
given in Section 8). The ARGin parameter may be further reduced to the individual task
arguments if required (see Section 8.2). The parallel execution time of a subtree depends,
of course, on the details of parallel execution. It is estimated in Section 7.
We abstract from the individual task parameters to information about a center or
the program by statistical evaluation (preceded by a \D" when referring to distribution
functions). Currently, it is the distribution function of DE that we use as a measure
of shape irregularityy. The basic evaluation relates to potential processes. However,
granularity control strategies can also be applied flrst (usually yielding, for example,
difierent critical paths), or subgroups of processes can be selected flrst (e.g. for correlation
checking in granularity control).
y This is su–cient as long as step computation times are not varying extremely, and no regular
patterns of varying depth are involved.
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Figure 2. Model of a task.
For abstractions to make sense, it is necessary that the data describing each task be
strongly correlated, which we call well-behavedness.
Definition 2.1. The tasks of a center are considered to be well-behaved with respect to
certain parameters if the parameter-distribution functions are strongly related, i.e. are
either correlated, approximately constant, or have a low absolute value.
All applications considered in our experiments showed well-behavedness, except for
the ARGret parameter, which for some search problems varies signiflcantly for semantic
reasons (e.g. depending on how many solutions have been found in a subtree). Hence,
we need to accept some inaccuracy of prediction. Hammond et al. (1995) have in their
experiments also identifled a correlation between computation time and the amount of
data allocated.
Since centers may be nested, an instance of a center type B may form part of the
local-task computation of a center A. Centers, however, are not necessarily of difierent
types (i.e. A may be equal to B). Task and center computation times can be calculated
with or without subcenter computation time. This is meaningful if the subcenter may be
executed sequentially or be parallelized, and if the subcenter is semantically dependent
on the center (this is explained further in Section 8.2). Moreover, subcenter behavior may
depend to some extent on the characteristics of the task in which it is nested, i.e. on the
context in which the subcenter instance is used.
As regards distribution functions, experiments have shown that they are not nec-
essarily standard distributions. Thus, the basic computation of (i) mean and variation
coe–cient vcfi (standard deviation normalized in relation to mean) may not give su–cient
information, and so we also calculate (ii) the percentage of small values below a certain
threshold (far below the mean), and (iii) the maximum values (in°uencing worst-case
behavior).
In addition, evaluations for determining correlations between parameter-distribution
functions are performed. This enables the applicability of granularity-control strategies
to be checked. The direct mathematical formula used for this purpose, known as the
measure-correlation-coe–cient formula, only works, however, for standard distributions.
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(Otherwise values might, for instance, neutralize each other). For our purposes, it is
su–cient to use a simplifled approach. First, data are classifled according to the values
of one parameter. Then, the mean and the vcfi are computed for the distribution of the
other parameters’ values for tasks within this class. If vcfi is small for all classes, this is a
strong indication of correlation. This approach also works if the relation in the bi-variable
distribution is nonlinear.
3. General Aspects of Mapping
Mapping is an NP-complete problem which can be solved by heuristics only. This is
especially true of dynamic behavior which can only be approximately predicted statically.
Mapping in the addressed context of applications is control-oriented, i.e. it refers to tasks.
Although the dynamic behavior in search and related problems is rather irregular, it
is by no means completely random. In our experiments with applications, we extracted a
typical kind of behavior, i.e. an inherent characteristic, for each application. For example:
the degree of irregularity may be large or small; argument sizes may be constant for all
potential processes or may vary; and process computation times are found to be within
a certain range for each application. Similar patterns of behavior evolved for difierent
inputs, even where the concrete problem size and the shape of the tree varied. Results
reported in the literature conflrmed this by describing difierent kinds of behavior and
difierent strategies. This led us to the idea that difierent mapping strategies are needed
for difierent classes of behavior, i.e. there is no one best strategy. A mapping environment
(Sodan, 1994) with a set of difierent strategies is therefore provided. The characteristics
of an application, described by certain critical parameters, can be exploited to select the
most appropriate strategy and to map the application accordingly in an optimal manner.
The problem, then, is to determine these critical parameters and the rules for selecting
appropriate strategies. Conflguration of strategies is performed at compile time; actual
dynamic load balancing, scheduling and part of granularity control are to be performed
at runtime.
Mapping is meant to operate semi-automatically, i.e. it provides the evaluations, rules,
and cost estimations, which can then be applied by the user according to the following
guideline: using behavior parameters and evaluations delivered by proflling, rules can be
applied (currently by the user) for pre-selecting suitable strategies. The cost can then
be calculated for all possible combinations of granularity, load-balancing and scheduling
strategies and all appropriate degrees of parallelism. For each combination, optimum
granularities are calculated by the system by iteratively testing difierent granularities
and eventually delivering the best one.
4. Granularity Control
4.1. granularity control strategies
Granularity-control strategies are heuristics for merging potential processes. Heuristics
do not need to be perfect|only extremely large tasks and large numbers of non-cost-
efiective tasks have to be avoided. Since tasks are created dynamically, we have to predict
the granularity of a task before it is split, usually requiring prediction of the subtree
evolving from it by certain criteria. Below we present the granularity-control strategies
currently provided, some of which can be combined with each other.
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Task creation by argument size (granularity-by-argument) is applicable if there
exists a correlation between argument size and subtree computation time, so that the (se-
quential) subtree computation time can be predicted on the basis of the current argument
size. The argument to which time is correlated is usually only one of potentially several
input arguments: the argument on which recursive descent is based and which therefore
shrinks with descent. However, communication cost has to be paid for all of them. Since
arguments may contain the status of the parent computation, cost can even grow with
descent, so that the right balance needs to be found. When applying granularity-by-
argument, it is usually the most e–cient strategy to create tasks at multiple levels of the
tree, usually down to a certain minimal argument size (and resultant granularity), for
each task. This way, communication can be distributed together with computation (see
Section 5). Runtime checking of argument sizes can easily become costly and needs to be
used with care, e.g. potentially switching to a non-checking code version when minimal
cost-efiective granularities are reached (avoiding checks that are unsuccessful anyway,
but that predominate in terms of numbers because of the branching nature of the tree).
Task creation by level (granularity-by-level) is applicable if there exists a strong
correlation between level and subtree computation time, so that the (sequential) subtree
computation time can be predicted on the level basis. Mean subtree computation times|
except for some unusual situations|always decrease with depth. Correlation, however,
also refers to variances, and only can exist if the tree is of limited shape irregularity.
Again, tasks can be created for a certain granularity (single-level) or down to a certain
granularity (multilevel).
Task creation by collection (granularity-by-collection) merges several potential pro-
cesses which are arbitrarily positioned in the tree or are direct siblings. It is usually
applied together with another strategy. It is useful if mean computation times are appro-
priate, but there are very many tasks far below the mean. Let us assume the probability
of a task’s computation time being much lower than the mean to be wsmall. Merging
Nmerged tasks of the same sort then decreases this probability to (wsmall)Nmerged . Com-
munication cost is reduced by collection if part of the arguments (e.g. the state) can be
shared or if arguments are small (since start-up time is reduced and that then becomes
signiflcant). The strategy is thus often valuable for merging parts of the tasks spawned
in a loop.
Fragmentation (granularity-by-fragmentation) means spawning a task at some level
for a single task or for a group of subtasks (which is then combined with granularity-
by-collection) and performing the same splitting some levels deeper. This cuts the tree
vertically and horizontally. If starting the fragment with a single task, this creates a
tree within the tree. Fragmentation is the only way of agglomerating computation if
no prediction of subtree sizes is possible. Furthermore, it is appropriate when argu-
ment sizes shrink superlinearly, i.e. ARGchild is smaller than 1=B ⁄ ARGparent. This is
roughly justifled by the formulas given below, assuming a simple balanced tree, mean
values for all parameters, an unlimited number of nodes, and LBAL and GC being
zero. Tpar;frag;tree is the formula for the case that several levels (1 to depthX) are
merged, Tpar;mult;tree the formula for individual task creation. As can be seen from
the formulas, the former accumulates computation and performs more communications
at a single node, whereas the latter performs communications for all levels and argu-
ment sizes along the critical path. By setting depthX accordingly, the formulas can
also be used to estimate the time for single-level versus multilevel task creation (see
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above).
Tpar;frag;tree =
µdepthXX
i=1
Bi¡1 ⁄ P ) + (BdepthX ¡ 1
¶
⁄ Cwrite;call;ARGdepthX+1
+2Cread;return;ARGdepthX+1 + Psubtree;depthX+1 + Cchild;ARGdepthX+1
Tpar;mult;tree =
µdepthXX
i=1
(B ¡ 1) ⁄ Cwrite;call;ARGi + Cread;return;ARGi + Cchild;ARGi
¶
+2depthX ⁄ P + Psubtree;depthX+1:
At runtime, usually only the control criterion is evaluated and checked. Sometimes,
however, the optimal granularities difier signiflcantly for varying problem sizes with
greatly difiering resultant runtimes. For such cases, dynamic adaptation of gran-
ularity is provided. Current behavior is assumed to stay the same for a signiflcant
period of time. Certain possible ranges of granularities should have been precalculated
at compile time, so that only checking and value adjustment need to be done at run-
time. Dynamic granularity adaptation is optional and meant to supplement other basic
granularity-control strategies.
Another optional strategy is system-assigned priorities, based on predicated cost-
efiectiveness of tasks or task subtrees. System-assigned priorities may be helpful if gran-
ularities or subtrees of difiering cost-efiectiveness exist at the same time, which may be
due to multilevel task creation, difierent argument (and correlated subtree) sizes or a
hierarchical nesting of centers (for further discussion see Section 6).
4.2. different relative degrees of parallelism
We found it helpful to distinguish between degrees of parallelism, i.e. between three
main difierent classes of tree partitioning, which have difierent implications for the ap-
propriate strategies (simpler strategies may be used for a low or medium degree) and
which require difierent cost functions (see Section 7).
Definition 4.1. We deflne parallelism as low in relation to the target machine if the
number of tasks is lower than or equal to the number of machine nodes being used, i.e.
Ntasks • Nnodes. Parallelism is called medium if the number of tasks is larger by a
small factor than the node number, i.e. Ntasks ¥ Nnodes ‚ Limitmedium. Parallelism is
considered to be high if the number of tasks is large in relation to the number of nodes,
i.e. Ntasks ¥Nnodes À Limitmedium.
The degree of parallelism may be either inherenty or created by granularity control.
Granularity control can only increase granularities in relation to basic granularities, i.e.
it can only decrease the degree of parallelism. High parallelism sustains irregularities in
shape, whereas forming larger granularities shifts such irregularities to irregularities (i.e.
variations) in task runtime. Thus, a high degree of parallelism means small variations in
runtime in relation to the problem size and best possibilities for smoothing irregularities;
it easily facilitates dynamic adaptation of granularities, but involves numerous (usually)
y This is the case where only non-efiective granularities can be eliminated by granularity control, but
no strong correlation exists that would allow larger granularities to be predicted in detail.
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Table 1. Rules for selecting granularity-control strategies.
Characteristic Consequence
Correlation of argument size and Psubtree Create tasks in dependence of argument size
Strong correlation of level and Psubtree Create tasks in dependence of level
Arguments are small, or large but High probability that multilevel, individual task
shrinking sublinearly with descent creation is more cost-efiective than single-level
creation or fragmentation
Mean computation times of tasks Use task creation by collection (in combination
are cost-efiective, but large number with another strategy)
of tasks far below the mean
Plain loop and individual steps Use task creation by collection
not cost-efiective
Granularity and number of tasks not Use smaller granularity (than appropriate
optimal for any choice of task size according to no.) and task creation by collection
No prediction of subtree sizes possible Use fragmentation
Task creation by collection to Consider fragmentation
be used, but B too small
Argument sizes shrink Use fragmentation (as the only or an additional
superlinearly with descent strategy) or single-level task creation
Tasks of difierent granularities created Consider using system-assigned priorities
Optimal granularities (and overheads) Use dynamic granularity adaptation for keeping
depend signiflcantly on problem size granularity close to optimum
High relative degree of parallelism and Consider dynamically switching ofi task creation
several nested centers at deeper levels when load is high
(as a variant of dynamic granularity adaptation)
Only non-cost-efiective tasks can be Relative degree of parallelism is not arbitrarily
eliminated by granularity control reducible
Variation of computation times is low, larger High probability that low relative degree of
granularities are more cost-efiective, problem parallelism is most appropriate
size predictable, and tree fairly well-balanced
Signiflcant but limited (relative and absolute) Consider using medium degree of parallelism
irregularities in computation time and shape,
granularities adaptable to problem size
Overhead allows small granularities, and either High probability that high relative degree of
shape irregularity is high, or problem sizes parallelism is most appropriate
vary signiflcantly in an unpredictable way
Dynamic granularity adaptation required Use high degree of parallelism
Application-deflned priorities Use high degree of parallelism
High degree of parallelism chosen Use multilevel/distributed task creation
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small communications, potentially high load-balancing cost, and a signiflcant overhead
even for tasks flnally executed locally. A low degree of parallelism, on the other hand, can
create large variations in task computation time and long critical paths, but it usually
involves only few (but potentially more time-consuming) communications and often no
load-assignment cost. A medium relative degree of parallelism still depends partly on the
structure of the tree, but it allows dynamic load balancing, though this has to be paid
for in terms of overhead. Since variations in shape are hard to smooth when there are
only a few tasks, irregularities addressed in medium parallelism normally refer to task
computation times only.
Table 1 lists the rules for selection of granularity-control strategies, some of which are
derived above and others of which can easily be deduced from our argumentation.
5. Dynamic Load Balancing
Dynamic load balancing relates mainly to distributed-memory machines; for shared-
memory machines (except for NUMA ones), it is trivial. We are faced with an assignment
problem only (i.e. we do not need to consider migration), because tasks are short-term.
Dynamic load balancing is already well explored for the general case. We consider stan-
dard (sub-)strategies, but use them as independent components which may be combined
where useful. Furthermore, we consider special requirements of dynamic trees. For ex-
ample, local task queueing is provided, since creation rates and numbers of tasks may
vary signiflcantly for highly irregular trees. However, task queueing is organized such as
to enable it to be used with central or distributed control in load balancing, whereas
other authors previously suggested overall strategies closely tied to certain variants in
implementations.
We assume load balancing to be hierarchical for large numbers of nodes, following
the practical and theoretical investigations by Sinha and Kale (1993) and Kumar and
Gupta (1994) which demonstrate that this is the only way of making strategies scalable.
Highly irregular trees mean great imbalances, which may even appear as rapid changes
in load when the search concentrates on certain branches from time to time. The load
balancer then has to be able to react quickly. Purely receiver-initiated strategies per-
forming well for high load, and purely sender-initiated strategies for low load [see Hac
and Jin (1990)], are thus not normally adequate in the case of high irregularity. A hybrid
initiation strategy (using thresholds to indicate low as well as high load) then performs
better. Furthermore, control in dynamic load balancing can, in principle, be central or
distributed. Central strategies provide more up-to-date knowledge about overall system
load, and thus ofier better potential for fast reactions to changes in load, especially if
the number of nodes is large. Also, central balancing is usually more appropriate for a
medium relative degree of parallelism and a small number of nodes, since then there is
not much work available for distribution. On the other hand, distributed strategies are
usually only appropriate for small argument sizes, since more remote task assignments
may occur owing to the lower globality of the view on load. According to results by other
researchers (Sinha and Kale, 1993; Baxter et al., 1994), strategies may be difierent at the
difierent layers of a hierarchy, and only one of the strategies needs to have central control.
Creation, too, can be central or distributed, since trees fold up dynamically. This usu-
ally corresponds to single-level or multilevel task creation, as described for granularity
control.
The starting phase in which the tree and the parallelism fold up may require spe-
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cial handling if the amount of time taken by that phase is large. This is to ensure that
overheads do not signiflcantly defer the point at which all the nodes contribute to the
computation. Possible special strategies are: replication of the tree’s top-part (Reine-
feld and Schnecke, 1994) on all nodes (sequentializing, however, part of the work) and
pre-assignment for the top nodes (Ferguson and Korf, 1988) of the tree (splitting
the available destination nodes in each recursion step, which works for fairly regular trees
only). Table 2 presents strategy-selection rules based on these considerations.
6. Scheduling
Scheduling is normally relevant for a high relative degree of parallelism only, since
there is usually only one granularity for medium parallelism.
Application-assigned scheduling heuristics or individual explicit priorities proved to be
useful by Kale et al. (1993) are part of the semantics of the application, in°uencing prun-
ing of the search space, and should therefore be re°ected as far as possible in the system
strategies, otherwise super°uous computations may be performed. Especially where indi-
vidual priorities are used|for example, in best-flrst search|global priority balancing is
required, which in turn involves restrictions in permissible load-balancing strategies: the
strategy has to be central (at least on its lowest level), because a global up-to-date view is
needed, and prefetching or use of thresholds is not appropriate, because the accumulated
work can quickly become outdated with respect to the highest priorities.
System-assigned explicit priorities are merely suggestions, and their main purpose is to
execute approximately the smallest tasks last (reducing the risk of unsmoothable imbal-
ances) and to spread parallelism as quickly as possible. This is especially important for
large numbers of machine nodes. Global scheduling with perfect ordering (which would re-
quire central balancing, as argued above) is not usually necessary, and priorities may only
be considered on an individual-node basis. Ignoring communication and load-assignment
cost, the best dynamic scheduling heuristic has been shown to assign the critical paths
flrst, which can be approximated by giving priority to highest-level/largest-execution-
time (Coroyer and Liu, 1993). If irregularity is low or moderate, even a simple FIFO
heuristic for remote assignment (and LIFO locally) is su–cient to re°ect this strategy
(Mohr et al., 1990). The basic arguments for the strategy still apply when considering
communication and load-assignment cost if adapted to use cost-efiectiveness (T ¥ O)
instead of execution time. In other words, priority is then given according to highest-
level/highest-cost-efiectiveness. Below we prove that cost-efiectiveness is a criterion min-
imizing overhead.
Assuming we have two tasks (task1,task2) with execution time T1 and T2, O=C+LBAL:
T1 ¥ O1 = X1 and T2 ¥ O2 = X2 with X1 < X2, i.e. T1 ⁄O2 < T2 ⁄O1; then, task2 is given
priority. If T1 > T2, then, at worst, T1 ¥ T2 tasks have to be remotely assigned instead of one,
but overhead still remains lower: T1 ¥ T2 ⁄O2 = T1 ⁄O2 ¥ T2 < T2 ⁄O1 ¥ T2 = O1.
If granularities are the same or subtree sizes are not predictable, an efiect similar to
that of assigning large task chunks flrst and smoothing small irregularites towards the
end of the computation can be achieved by grouping several tasks for assignment. This
has been proposed and proved efiective e.g. by Kumar et al. (1994).
Where irregularities are high, the search concentrates from time to time on certain
subtrees, and Nnodes is large, priorities or grouping may not be su–cient for efiective
scheduling. A mixture of gross-distribution phases and flne-tuned balancing|as proposed
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Table 2. Rules for selecting dynamic load-balancing and scheduling strategies.
Characteristic Consequence
Shared memory Apply balancing with central control
Large number of nodes Use hierarchical organization of load balancers
(with central control at least at one level);
use high relative degree of parallelism
Medium relative degree of parallelism Central-control balancing is usually most appropriate
Arguments are large Central-control balancing performs best;
separate communications for load requests
and task assignment are often helpful
Arguments are small Large task chunks can be formed by grouping
several tasks together for assignment
High relative degree of parallelism Use hybrid initiation; use prefetching of tasks
and no application-assigned priorities and thresholds for load requests
Rapid changes in load If number of nodes large,
use gross-to-flne scheduling,
otherwise priorities may be su–cient
User hierarchy of centers meets the Make direct use of it as internal hierarchy
internal requirements of balancer
organization
User hierarchy of centers does not Assign priorities according to center level
meet internal requirements
Starting phase with folding-up Apply central-control balancing or a special assignment
of parallelism is signiflcant in strategy (replication or pre-assignment) in that phase;
relation to problem size if irregularity is high, consider only replication
Limited irregularity Central creation may be used; if central creation
is used, combine it with central-control load balancing
Application-assigned priorities Balance priorities in addition to load;
use central-control load-balancing strategy (for
hierarchical balancing at least at lowest level);
use at most very limited thresholds and prefetching
Application-assigned scheduling Use selected heuristic for internal scheduling
heuristics
Quite reliable prediction of cost Consider using individual system-assigned priorities
possible and varying granularities according to performance/overhead ratio
High irregularity and no prediction Consider grouping several tasks for assignment
of shape possible, but arguments small (maybe taking tasks from difierent levels)
Moderate irregularity or Use simple FIFO heuristic for scheduling
no subtree prediction possible
Multiple synchronization points High relative degree of parallelism usually most
apppropriate;
use multiprocessing per node to avoid deadlocks
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and proved efiective by Baxter et al. (1994)|may perform better. Gross-distribution
phases are triggered when overall load becomes low and one node (or a few nodes)
becomes the source of work. Available work is then distributed equally. In the intervening
flne-tuned-balancing phases, dynamic imbalances are smoothed asynchronously. Table 2
presents strategy-selection rules based on these considerations.
7. Cost Estimations
Cost estimations allow us to rate difierent potential conflgurations and to parameterize
them (e.g. determine the most cost-efiective or|if the problem size is unknown|a mini-
mal cost-efiective granularity). We estimate costs by parallel runtime, trying to minimize
it (Nnodes is assumed to be flxed so that e–ciency is not a major issue). Estimations are
based on mean values of the basic parameters and currently do not consider queueing
delays because of contention (assuming reasonable conflgurations and that average delays
are included in basic overheads). Maximum runtimes are thus mostly schedules with the
largest task scheduled last. As pointed out above, we provide difierent cost functions for
the difierent relative degrees of parallelism. A basic requirement for granularities is that
Tseq > C for each task; then the maximum relative speed-up of a task achievable by
remote assignment is Tseq ¥ C. Below we describe the basic cost functionsy.
Low relative degree of parallelism: it means that every process is assigned its
\own" machine node, usually without imposing any LBAL cost. Details of creation and
synchronization in each loop matter. The communications at the sender can partly over-
lap with remote task execution and the communication part at the receiver. Furthermore,
coding may be partly overlapped with latencies. In the case of nested loops, cost is es-
timated from bottom to top. The tree structure is of concern, and for unbalanced trees,
critical paths determine overall runtime. The formula (not shown for lack of space) mostly
corresponds to Tpar;mult;program in Section 4.
Medium relative degree of parallelism: idle times resulting from latencies and
synchronization are just as signiflcant as for a low degree of parallelism; load balancing
is required. Irregularities that need to be smoothed by load balancing mainly relate to
task-execution time; the structure of the tree should be fairly well balanced (or higher-
level tasks should be trivial so that mostly leaves count). We assume that there are one
or several task-creation loops on difierent nodes and that all tasks are assigned remotely.
Setting up the next remote task may be overlapped with remote activities; otherwise
estimation is similar to the above case (formula is thus not shown).
High relative degree of parallelism: in this case, we can ignore the detailed struc-
ture (Ntasks, however, has to be su–ciently large that this is true) and switch to con-
sidering only overall creation and exchange rates. Note, however, that overhead has to
be paid for every process created, even if it is executed locally. Prefetching can usu-
ally be applied, and latencies be hidden this way. We assume that the same fraction of
tasks (RASGN FRAC) is assigned from and to the node during the overall program
run. RASGN FRAC may be estimated from the degree of shape irregularity, but it
is in°uenced, too, by the number of nodes and by prefetching. We currently calculate
y For optimization, communications resulting from the same creator (for example, in gross-distribution
phases) sometimes may be grouped, and an inclined logarithmic communication tree be used for dis-
tributing communication ifself. This is advantageous, however, only if arguments are small and startup
cost dominates, since all coding still has to be done at the original creator. This procedure corresponds
to the data parallel list traversing of Hillis and Steele (1986).
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RASGN FRAC therefore by a depth-flrst traversal on collected traces, partitioning the
tree along the traversal axis according to Nnodes, and counting the branches that are
cut. As experiments have shown, it estimates remote assignments correctly for a shared
memory environment. However, prefetching showed to increase the exchange rates.
Tpar;high;program =
Ntasks ¥Nnodes ⁄ (Tpar +RASGN FRAC ⁄ C + (1¡RASGN FRAC) ⁄ Clocal)
+2LBALnode (Nnodes; Ntasks ¥Nnodes; RASGN FRAC; Tpar; C):
For branch&bound and best-flrst search, speculative parallelism is involved. Prefetch-
ing (Npre tasks) for latency hiding has to be weighed against potentially performing
super°uous work (SUP FRAC). For estimation, this can be taken into account by mul-
tiplying the number of tasks executed at each node by the factor (1 + SUP FRAC ⁄
(Npre ¡ 1)), and adding for each task (LBAL L ¡ Npre ⁄ Tpar) and partially bound-
broadcast cost (1¥Npre ⁄ log2Nnodes ⁄ C).
8. Experimental Results
8.1. a discrete search problem
In this section, we present results from runs on the MANNA machine and from simu-
lations. Simulations are based on the real system’s parametersy and are used for experi-
ments with features that are not yet implemented for parLisp on MANNA.
We show below the mapping of the Knight problem. Its aim is to move a knight over
an entire NxN chessboard in such a way that each square is visited only once (we run the
program starting at point a1 on a 5 £ 5 board). Knight performs an exhaustive search
and is a fairly easy example, but it su–ces to demonstrate brie°y the main steps of our
mapping approach and the choice between difierent applicable strategies and strategy
combinations. Proflling results show that the number of potential processes is extremely
large: about 1.7 million. The mean runtime is about 200 „sec, and hence very low,
making granularity control necessary. Evaluation of the correlation between level and
computation time (see Table 3) shows that the relative variations in runtimes are fairly
low on low depths where the absolute values are large. We may therefore conclude that
there is a su–ciently strong correlation to apply granularity-by-level. The percentage of
trivial processes is acceptable, so that no special handling is necessary to avoid them.
Assuming the number of machine nodes to be in the range of 20 (we consider 9 and 18
nodes below), either a medium or a high relative degree of parallelism can be considered.
Low parallelism need not be considered further, since the number of tasks does not
match the number of nodes, and choosing a deeper level and grouping some of the
tasks together would create too large variations in runtime. Shape irregularity (vcfi DE
is 16.5) and variations in subtree computation time are reasonably low, so that medium
parallelism can work. On the other hand, the limited irregularity leads us to expect
only a low number of remote task assignments, too, when using a high relative degree
of parallelism. Because of its better possibilities for flne-grained smoothing of the load,
the latter may therefore perform even better. Granularity-by-level is then appropriate
y Cwrite=read;call = 0:85 msec, Cwrite=read;return = 0:57 msec, including LISP overhead; addition-
ally, 3.6 „sec coding cost per list element.
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Table 3. Excerpt from depth classiflcation for Knight (time in sec).
RD Ntasks;RD sum mean vcfi max N=% trivials
Psubtree DPsubtree DPsubtree DPsubtree (< 0.5 msec)
1 1 350.17 350.17 0.0 350.17 0 / 0.0
2 2 350.17 175.08 0.04 175.13 0 / 0.0
3 10 350.20 35.02 14.50 37.97 0 / 0.0
4 26 350.16 13.47 30.93 25.47 0 / 0.0
5 80 350.15 4.38 70.45 10.83 2 / 2.5
6 256 350.12 1.37 97.52 6.27 0 / 0.0
7 648 350.04 0.54 110.15 4.14 34 / 5.2
8 1784 349.82 0.196 118.33 1.64 24 / 1.3
9 4472 349.27 0.078 132.43 1.06 375 / 8.4
10 10576 347.90 0.033 140.42 0.58 624 / 5.9
11 22822 345.14 0.015 149.76 0.36 3207 / 14.1
as well, the only difierence being that a greater recursion depth and flner granularities
are chosen. Distributed creation has to be used. Splitting tasks individually at each
level down to the threshold is preferable to fragmentation, since arguments are constant
and small, and the basic communication cost therefore dominates, making the number of
communications per node the most relevant factor. For medium parallelism and a limited
number of machine nodes and tasks, however, single-level (central) creation can also work
well, since it can then be combined with central load balancing, so that its overhead is
low.
Load balancing must be applied, since difierences in runtime are signiflcant. We con-
sider central balancing only; for medium parallelism this is usually the more appropriate
strategy anyway. For high parallelism, distributed balancing could work as well, since ar-
guments are small. However, central balancing is the only strategy that we have currently
implemented and can test to verify the estimations. Balancing control for high parallelism
should be hybrid with using thresholds and prefetching. The starting phase is not sig-
niflcant, since the tree quickly folds up, the overall problem size is large, arguments are
small, and communication overhead for assigning all nodes the flrst work package is low.
For medium parallelism, tasks can be scheduled in an arbitrary order, as there is only one
task granularity. For high parallelism, a low-overhead FIFO/LIFO scheduling strategy
for remote assignment is su–cient, because of the moderate irregularity.
As for the number of tasks, medium parallelism is meaningful down to level 8, and
high parallelism from splitting tasks at levels 1{9 downward on. Table 4 shows results
of cost estimations for difierent parameterizations, using the strategy combinations for
medium and high parallelism, as mentioned above. To rate the quality of the estima-
tions, we also present results from simulations of parallel executions. To estimate the
high-parallelism runtime, we used the RASGN FRAC measured in the simulations (es-
timating RASGN FRAC is a problem that we have not yet solved satisfactorily when
prefetching is done; see Section 7).
Simulation results are in the expected range between medium and maximum estimated
time, and are often fairly close to mean time (depending on absolute variations and the
number of nodes). As simulation results show, medium parallelism performs best with
level 6 for 9 nodes, and level 8 for 18 nodes. High parallelism, however, provides the
same|or slightly better|results with level 1{9 for 9 nodes, and level 1{11 for 18 nodes.
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Table 4. Knight, runtimes (Tpg) and speed-ups (Spg) for difierent levels.
RD Degree of Estimated Simulated Estimated Simulated T to be
(level) parallelism and Tpg / Spg , Tpg / Spg , Tpg / Spg , Tpg / Spg , added for
RASGN FRAC 9 nodes 9 nodes 18 nodes 18 nodes Tpg;max
4 medium 53.88 / 6.50 58.91 / 5.94 26.95 / 12.99 39.47 / 8.87 12.00
5 medium 43.80 / 7.99 46.28 / 7.57 21.93 / 15.97 26.02 / 13.46 6.45
6 medium 43.89 / 7.98 44.79 / 7.82 21.96 / 15.95 23.54 / 14.88 4.90
7 medium 44.07 / 7.95 44.96 / 7.79 21.28 / 16.46 21.78 / 16.08 3.60
8 medium 44.55 / 7.86 45.19 / 7.75 21.18 / 16.53 21.67 / 16.16 1.44
1{9 high, 0.05/0.08 44.16 / 7.93 44.36 / 7.89 20.95 / 16.71 22.28 / 15.72 1.44
1{10 high, 0.04/0.06 44.53 / 7.86 46.23 / 7.57 21.07 / 16.62 21.96 / 15.95 0.98
1{11 high, 0.02/0.03 44.85 / 7.81 45.19 / 7.75 21.26 / 16.47 21.67 / 16.16 0.54
1{12 high, 0.01/0.02 46.30 / 7.90 46.16 / 7.59 21.80 / 16.06 22.21 / 15.76 0.35
Table 5. Knight, summary of mapping.
Proflling small potential processes
correlation of level and subtree computation time
fairly low variation coe–cient per level
Mapping granularity-by-level
central dynamic load balancing
a) medium degree of parallelism: single-level/central
creation, scheduling in arbitrary order
b) high degree of parallelism: multi-level/distributed creation,
thresholds and prefetching, FIFO/LIFO scheduling
Since, in addition, the risk from maxima is lower for the smaller granularities used there,
high parallelism is the better choice. Medium parallelism is nevertheless an acceptable
alternative for Knight, and thus worked well with our current parLisp system on MANNA
(speed-up is 8.1 on 9 nodes and 13.4 on 18 nodes when using medium parallelism and
level 5). For a summary of mapping Knight, see Table 5.
In other optimization applications, we obtained similar results, showing that in many
cases high parallelism works best. We were able to obtain speed-ups of about 90 on 100
nodes, even for highly irregular trees. Note that high parallelism with asynchronous task
creation corresponds closely to multi-threaded systems. However, medium parallelism
performs well in certain ranges of behavior, too, and allows simpler strategies to be used.
8.2. Boyer{Moore theorem prover
The Boyer{Moore theorem prover (Boyer and Moore, 1988) is a large (21 477 lines of
source code), real-life application which we have checked for parallelizability without any
prior knowledge of its behavior. Boyer{Moore has three nested processing centers that are
interesting for parallelization (Kabat, 1994): \lemma-proving", \clause-simpliflcation",
\term-rewriting" (from top to bottom). However, proflling results (see Table 6) showed
\clause-simplication" to have critical paths close to the overall runtime, i.e. the trees
created are ill-formed, so it is not given further consideration. The other two, though,
can be parallelized, possibly in conjunction with one another. The center \prove-lemma"
is a simple loop and|after restructuring|easily parallelizable. Mean computation times
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are reasonable, variations are large, and there is not a signiflcant number of trivial tasks;
thus original granularities can be used. The relative degree of parallelism is medium in
keeping with the number of tasks, and central balancing is applied in combination with
central creation. Speed-up is only half the ideal value, this being attributable to the
necessity of passing the lemmas as arguments (as a consequence of restructuring).
Table 6. Boyer{Moore, ideal speed-ups S (Pcenter ¥ Pcrit without overhead); time in
sec.
Proof flle Pprogram Ssimplif Sprove Srewrite Sprove+rewrite Sprogram;prove+rewrite
pr 24.78 1.08 3.13 1.97 7.47 4.25
tmi 57.73 1.55 1.85 1.38 3.05 2.51
ztak 37.41 1.78 3.05 2.31 7.01 5.28
rsa 228.90 1.10 2.99 1.23 3.42 7.52
gauss 1167.81 1.15 8.70 1.42 17.21 14.02
binomial 167.19 1.24 1.45 2.85 4.29 3.66
proveall 474.41 1.33 8.71 1.35 11.29 7.65
The really interesting center is \term-rewriting", in which we are faced with a recursion
(on a term input) and a large number of very small potential processes. Granularity
control is therefore necessary. Inputs can vary signiflcantly, and depth is, in principle,
unlimited, so this is a really representative example of our envisaged class of applications.
Table 7 shows the evaluation of proflling results when classifying Psubtree according to
argument sizes, for which, however, only the term argument is used. A center of the
same type is nested within \term-rewriting" (trying to rewrite the resulting term again).
Since the performed rewriting is semantical, we cannot expect predictability and calculate
Pnsub as subtree time without subcenter time.
The results show that computation time correlates with term-argument size, although
not very strongly: vcfi DPnsub is fairly large, but mean computation times clearly increase
with increasing argument sizes. On the other hand, the overall sizes of arguments are so
large in relation to computation time that the Boyer{Moore term-rewriting center can
be parallelized to advantage, at best on shared-memory architectures. We simulated the
execution on shared memory on the basis of a collected trace with difierent partitionings
(argument checking is optimized as described in Section 4 and its overhead included).
Although the degree of parallelism is low, for this example dynamic load balancing has
to be applied because of the irregularity and the varying number of parallel subtasks.
The speed-ups (see Table 8) show that beneflts can be obtained from parallelization,
although only to a very limited extent. A speed-up of 1.5 is possible for two nodes in
ZTAK when the argument size threshold is set to 5. More processors do not provide
much more speed-up. The speed-ups with granularity control are slightly better than
without it. We obtained similar results for other proof flles as for ZTAK. Thus, then,
results are not very exciting. The Boyer{Moore theorem prover appears to be closely
geared to an optimum sequential execution. To begin with, we expected better results,
but the mapping environment was shown to supply valuable information about potential
parallelization. Other theorem provers, written for parallel execution from the start, may
perform better, but with respect to term rewriting still remain restricted to shared-
memory execution, as experiments performed elsewhere indicate. However, even a speed-
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Table 7. Excerpt from argument classiflcation, Boyer{Moore, center \term-rewriting",
proof ZTAK (time is given in msec and size is expressed as the number of list elements).
ARGin;term Ntasks;ARG Ntasks;sub mean vcfi max mean max
class DPnsub DPnsub DPnsub DARGin DARGin
0 37360 52063 0.068 24 0.404 327 3649
5 32017 20046 0.449 83 13.496 343 3653
7 896 19150 18.348 131 148.306 184 1237
0 • n < 20 86805 2618 0.935 954 1495.131 335 3663
20 • n < 40 1466 1152 25.946 229 1233.415 300 801
40 • n < 60 417 735 46.206 332 1649.756 270 673
up of 1.5 may be worth exploiting when using an architecture with multiple processors
on each machine node (like MANNA), parallelizing this center locally for each node.
Table 8. Simulated shared-memory execution of Boyer{Moore, center
\term-rewriting", proof ZTAK (time is in sec); time and speed-up.
Nnodes No partitioning ARGin;term ‚ 5 ARGin;term ‚ 7
unlimited nodes (critical path) 12.3 / 2.3 11.6 / 2.2 22.1 / 1.2
2 19.4 / 1.3 17.8 / 1.5 25.7 / 1.0
4 16.0 / 1.6 14.7 / 1.8 |
9. Relation to Other Work
Most approaches for mapping dynamic behavior provide only speciflc strategies, usually
closely tied to certain substrategies. Within the few existing environments like CHARM
(Kale and Krishnan, 1993), users have to select and parameterize strategies manually. An
environment with system-supported selection and parameterization of strategies remains
to be developed, although elsewhere, too, this deflcit has been recognized. Research is in
progress to at least evaluate parallel-performance information with a view to reconsider-
ing and improving mapping decisions (Sinha and Kale, 1994). Providing several strategies
to choose from, is in keeping with the idea of the family concept for software construction
[flrst introduced by Parnas (1979) and used for the design of MANNA’s system software
(Giloi et al., 1996)].
Little research has been done on granularity control for dynamic behavior. Mohr et al.
(1990) propose a heuristic based on FIFO scheduling for remote assignment. This assigns
the largest tasks flrst only if trees are fairly well-balanced. The approach presented in
Kumar et al. (1994) splits the stack of memorized tasks in the case of a remote request
for work assignment. However, both strategies still need a criterion for determining up to
which size tasks should be split. They can be subsumed as a special case under our pri-
ority and granularity-by-collection strategies and freely combined with others (whereas
they are tied to receiver-initiated balancing in the former). Garcia et al. (1994) ofier a
systematic granularity-control approach which, however, only considers whether spawn-
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ing a process will result in any speed-up at all, making no attempt to calculate overall
optimal granularities.
Load balancing and scheduling are already fairly well-explored in their difierent facets,
on a general level and in particular in approaches for solving combinatorial search prob-
lems. We have already mentioned most of the approaches relevant to our context in
Sections 5 and 6. We have not invented any truly new load-balancing strategies, but
have investigated the suitability of certain substrategies for dynamic trees under certain
preconditions. Scheduling has been adapted to the requirement of varying communication
cost from existing approaches, as considered by Coroyer and Liu (1993).
There is also some relation to multi-threaded systems, which address a similar class
of applications and use similar cost estimations to ours (Culler, 1994) for a high rela-
tive degree of parallelism. Another related approach is NESL (Blelloch, 1993), which,
however, is geared more to bulk synchronous parallelism. Nested parallelism is °attened
by transformations and equal distribution of data. If, however, new data are created or
runtimes vary, dynamic load balancing is necessary, as in other approaches.
10. Summary and Future Work
Our semi-automatic approach to mapping was presented as part of an environment for
parallel symbolic processing. We addressed in particular programs exhibiting purely func-
tional behavior at the interprocess level and having a dynamically evolving tree structure
of tasks. In our experiments and in the literature, we found difierent characteristic vari-
ants in dynamic tree behavior inherent to each application. This observation has been
taken into account by the provision of a set of strategies for all three: granularity control,
dynamic load balancing, and scheduling. Strategies can be selected and parameterized
according to the respective application’s characteristics. Corresponding rules for strat-
egy selection have been extracted and made explicit. Difierent degrees of parallelism are
considered in selection rules and cost functions: either a small number of tasks with their
dependencies and latencies in communication and load balancing are signiflcant, or a
large number in which only creation rates are of concern and latencies can be hidden.
Application characteristics are obtained by statistical evaluation of traces of dynamic
program execution. The measures taken give our approach a systematic basis despite the
fact that heuristics are used.
The dynamic tree structure is given proper consideration by providing critical-path
calculations; predicting dynamic subtrees for granularity estimations; assigning priori-
ties for re°ecting difierences in estimated execution time; giving special attention, in
strategies, to variations in execution time and shape (which are of high probability for
dynamic trees); estimating exchange rates in load balancing; and handling the starting
phase with folding-up of parallelism separately. We have demonstrated the application of
the environment’s tools and their usefulness by reference to examples, including a large
real-life application.
In the future, we plan to conduct more experiments with large applications to ob-
tain greater insight into the characteristics, appropriate strategies, and derivable rules.
Transformations and formulation of parallelism can be partially automated, and standard
analysis and mapping techniques can be integrated for standard behavior. The mapping
procedure, too, can be automated further. Rules have fuzzy sets in antecedents and con-
sequences, which would suggest implementing mapping decisions as a fuzzy inference
system. This we are currently working on.
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